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Abstract. The presence of multiple modes in a histogram gives impor-
tant information about data distribution for a great amount of different
applications. The dip test has been the most common statistical measure
used for this purpose.

Histograms of oriented gradients (HOGs) with a high bimodality have
shown to be very useful to detect highly robust keypoints. However,
the dip test presents serious disadvantages when dealing with such his-
tograms. In this paper we describe the drawbacks of the dip test for
determining HOGs bimodality, and present a new bimodality test, based
on mathematical morphology, that overcomes them.
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1 Introduction

Histograms of oriented gradients (HOGs) have become increasingly popular in
the computer vision community in recent years. Among other applications, they
are used for object detection [3], as keypoint descriptors (i.e., SIFT [8]), or for
keypoint detection [2]. The basic idea is that local shapes can be characterized
rather well by the distribution of local gradient directions. The use of directions
gives robustness to lighting changes. HOGs are implemented by dividing the
image into small windows, called cells, each cell accumulating a 1-D histogram
of gradient directions of all pixels within the cell. The main advantage of HOG
representation is the high invariance to translations and rotations.

Recent works have shown that HOGs can be used for the detection of singular
points, giving very robust keypoints. They use the bimodality of the HOGs as a
measure of the significance of a keypoint. The dip test of bimodality [5] is used
for this purpose. Figure 1 shows the HOGs corresponding to the cells selected
in the image of figure 2a. The bimodality of each histogram is computed for
each pixel using the dip test. Figure 2b shows the bimodality image extracted
from figure 2a. As it can be seen, peaks of the bimodality image correspond to
keypoints of the original image.

However, the dip measure has some drawbacks, mainly due to the fact that
HOGs are cyclic, and the extension of the dip test to cyclic histograms is not
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Fig. 1. HOGs of selected areas of figure 2a

trivial. Furthermore, it presents a remarkable lack of linearity, specially in the
particular case where the histogram has samples only in two neighboring bins.

In this paper we present a new bimodality measure, based on the dynamics,
that will be used to improve the detection of keypoints. The dynamics is a
mathematical morphology concept introduced by Grimaud [4]. It has usually
been used as a concise and powerful measure of contrast for the identification
of regions of interest in the image, but in our work we use dynamics to quantify
the modes of the histograms. The dynamics of the histogram peaks are used to
define a new bimodality measure, that makes possible to establish a hierarchy
of interest points.

After presenting the basics of the dip test and the dynamics in section 2, we
give the implementation details of our proposal in section 3. In the results section,
the limitations of the dip measure are shown, and we compare its response to
histogram transformations with the response of our method.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 The Dip Measure

The most popular measure of bimodality is the dip Test [5]. It was first used
for globular cluster studies. The dip test is based on the cumulative distribution
of the input sample. The dip statistic is the maximum distance between the
cumulative input distribution and the best-fitting unimodal distribution. The dip
test searches specifically for a flat step in the cumulative distribution function,
which corresponds to a ’dip’ in the histogram representation. Formally, the dip

Fig. 2. (a) A synthetic image (b) A 3D representation of the bimodality image
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of a distribution function F is defined by D(F ) = ρ(F, ζ), being ζ the class of
unimodal distribution functions, and

ρ(F, ζ) = infG∈ζ {supx |F (x)−G(x)|} . (1)

To test the null hypothesis that F has a unimodal density Hartigan and Hartigan
[5] proposed the statistic D(Fn), where Fn is the empirical distribution function
of a random sample of size n. The distribution of D(Fn) is compared with the
distribution of D(F ), where F is the uniform distribution on [0; 1]. Although the
dip test was originally reported as an unimodality measure, it is commonly used
for computing the bimodality of distributions. Hartigan and Hartigan showed
that the dip is asymptotically larger for the uniform distribution than for any
other unimodal distribution. Therefore, histograms with high unimodality result
in low scores of the dip test. High scores of the dip test correspond to highly
bimodal histograms.

The algorithm for computing the dip test is published in [6]. Open source
code used to compute the dip can be found inwww.cran.r-project.org/web/
packages/diptest/

2.2 The Dynamics

The dynamics [4], is a morphological measure associated to each regional ex-
trema of an image. This measure is a powerful tool to quantify the saliency of a
maximum or minimum. The dynamics of a regional minimum is defined as the
minimum height we have to climb starting from this minimum to reach another
one with strictly higher dynamics, the climb being the difference in altitude
between the highest point of the path and the regional minimum under study.
Formally: Let M be a regional minimum of a function f . The dynamics of M is
defined as:

min

{
max
s∈[0,1]

{f(γ(s))− f(γ(0))} | γ : [0, 1] → �2, f(γ(1)) < f(γ(0)), γ(0) ∈ M

}

(2)

where γ is a path linking two points.
Note that the dynamics are not defined for the global minimum of the image,

as there is no pixel with strictly lower altitude. However, in morphological image
processing is assumed that the image f has a global minimum on its boundary.
This makes possible the valuation of the global minimum inside the domain of
definition of f .

Grimaud [4],presents dynamics of regional minima instead of maxima. How-
ever, we need the dynamics of the maxima of the histogram to compute the
bimodality. Dynamics of a regional maximumM is the minimum height that we
should fall, to reach another regional maximum higher than M .

3 Computing the HOG Bimodality

The algorithm for extracting the dynamics is based on the watershed algorithm
proposed by Vincent and Soille [15]. It consists in flooding from the minima,
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level by level, until water from a catchment basin meets water from another one.
The meeting point between two basins is a saddle point, and this is the point
where we can compute the dynamics of one of the two basins: the basin with the
lowest value floods the other one, and the dynamics of the basin with the lowest
minimum is equal to the grey-value of the saddle point minus the grey-value of
the minima.

Organizing the image as a set of regions enables a faster implementation
of dynamics. In this sense, the Component Tree [7, 9] is a structure formed
by the decomposition of a grey-level image by thresholds, and very useful for
dynamics determination [1] . It is especially interesting because it requires only
the adjacency definition for its construction, and there exist several quasi-linear
time algorithms for constructing it [10].

Max-tree refers to the algorithm introduced by Salembier [12] for an efficient
implementation of the component tree. Silva and Lotufo describe in [14] an
efficient computation of the dynamics, based on the incremental determination
of attributes from the max-tree construction, in linear time.

We have used the implementation presented in [14] (Available from
http://parati.dca.fee.unicamp.br/adesso/), and modified the original al-
gorithm to make it able to work with cyclic histograms. As mentioned earlier,
the dynamics of the absolute maximum of an image is computed considering
that the image boundary has a virtual higher value. Since we are dealing with
cyclic histograms, we cannot make this assumption because a circular structure
has no boundaries. Thus, the global maximum of the histogram will be always
considered the maximum with highest dynamics, and quantified with its height.

The other variation introduced to the original algorithm also concerns the cir-
cularity of HOGs. We have modified the original algorithm in order to avoid the
zero crossing discontinuity. We have considered the circularity of the histogram
in the flooding process, and taken into account that a saddle point can split two
domes whose maxima are at both sides of the histogram origin. The zero crossing
could also split a single dome in two, giving as a result two regional maxima,
one at each side of the histogram origin. Due to the nature of the flooding pro-
cess, this modification of the algorithm does not translate into any additional
computational cost.

Once we have the values of the two highest dynamics, dyn1 and dyn2, the
bimodality of the histogram is computed using equation 3

BM =
dyn1 · dyn2√
dyn2

1 + dyn2
2

(3)

The product of the dynamics is divided by the Euclidean norm for normalization
purposes.

4 Results

We have computed the bimodality of a set of histograms, using both the dip test
and our method based on dynamics. The objective is to establish a comparison

http://parati.dca.fee.unicamp.br/adesso/
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Fig. 3. Test histograms

between the responses of both algorithms. First we use synthetic histograms
specially designed to detect anomalies in the bimodality measures. Next, we
use the HOGs extracted from real images with the objective of evaluating the
bimodality tests for non-ideal histograms.
h1 is an unimodal histogram consisting of two non-empty neighbour bins. It is

very usual when constructing HOGs, that the orientation of a single straight line
count into two neighbour bins due to discretization. h1 is a synthetic model of
this situation. h2 and h3 are pure bimodal and trimodal histograms respectively.
All histograms have the same amount of samples (120) and bins (180).

The first experiment is the response to histogram smoothing. In real images,
the gradient direction, computed by means of convolution masks, is not always
accurate. The measure of orientation is affected by blurring and lack of contrast
of the image. This inaccuracy causes that HOG neighboring bins share samples
from pixels with similar orientations, giving the typical modal shaped histogram.
For this purpose we have smoothed the synthetic histograms h1, h2 and h3,
shown in figure 3, with a Gaussian filter with an increasing standard deviation.

Figure 4 shows the responses of bimodality tests for the 3 sets of filtered
histograms. It should be noticed that the dip test gives a higher bimodality score
to h3 than to h2 for high smoothing levels, while using our test, the bimodality
of h2 is always higher than h3 for any given value of σ. But the main drawback
of the dip test is that it gives the highest bimodality score (0,25) to h1. For
descriptors such as HOGs, h1 should always be considered as a pure unimodal
histogram. Using our measure, h1 gets the minimum bimodality score for all
smoothing levels.

The second experiment is shift invariance. For a robust keypoint detection,
rotational invariance is mandatory. Rotations of the image translate into cyclic
shifts of the HOG. We have shifted the histograms shown in figures 3e-3g by
all possible values from 1 to 180. The bimodality tests for the three sets of 180
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Fig. 4. Bimodality measures of smoothed histograms
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Fig. 5. Bimodality measures of shifted histograms

histograms have been computed, and the results are shown in figure 5. Due to
the fact that the algorithm presented works with cyclic vectors, our bimodality
measure remains constant for all possible shifts of every histogram. On the other
hand, figure 5a shows the effects of the zero crossing in the dip test. An unimodal
histogram such as h1, gets a high bimodality score when the mode is splitted
in two parts at both sides of the histogram origin (like the one shown in figure
3h). A variation of the dip test for dealing with cyclic histograms is not an
easy task, and we are not aware of any published implementation. However, a
partial solution for using the dip algorithm with cyclic vectors, is to shift the
histogram up to the global minimum before computing the dip test, but this
solution doesn’t work when the HOG has several global minima.

Finally, the third experiment is a comparison of the repeatability of the key-
points detected with both bimodality measures.
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(a) Blocks image (b) Keypoints (c) 45otransform (d) Keypoints

Fig. 6. Test image, a projective transform, and keypoints detected

Using the integral histogram [11], a HOG is computed for every pixel of the
image within a cell of 21x21 pixels. We construct the bimodality images (like
the one shown in figure 2b) assigning the bimodality value of each histogram
to the center pixel of each cell. Peaks of the bimodality image are candidates
for being keypoints. We select the keypoints locating the relative maxima of the
bimodality image. The bimodality scores make possible to establish a hierarchy
of keypoints based on their saliency.

In order to test the robustness of the keypoints detected, we change the im-
age point of view with a projective transform (see figure 6). Then, the whole
process is repeated for both bimodality tests, computing new bimodality images
and extracting the keypoints of the transformed images. Repeatability [13] is
the standard measure for testing the robustness of a keypoint detector to image
transforms. The repeatability rate, r(I,ψ(I)), is defined as the number of points
present in both the original and the transformed image, with respect to the total
number of detected points. Keypoints that are not present within a certain neigh-
borhood in both images, decrease the repeatability measure. We have computed
the repeatability r(ψα(Keyp(I)),Keyp(ψα(I))) for all projective transforms ψα

from α=0oto α=70o. Keyp(I) is an image containing the keypoints of image I.
It is computed for both bimodality measures selecting the most salient maxima
of the bimodality images. As it could be expected from previous experiments,
we have obtained a higher repeatability using the bimodality measure based on
dynamics than using the dip test. Concretely, using the dip test we obtain a
mean repeatability r̄=66.2%, while using our measure the mean repeatability is
r̄=78,8%.

5 Conclusions

The dip test of bimodality presents some drawbacks that create big problems
when computing the bimodality of HOGs: it does not deal with cyclic histograms,
unimodal histograms consisting of two neighboring bins are considered bimodal,
and it does not preserve the order of the scores when the smoothing level is
increased.
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We have presented a new algorithm for computing the bimodality of an his-
togram based on the dynamics of its domes. This algorithm overcomes the draw-
backs of the dip test. The keypoints detected in real images by means of HOG
bimodality, have shown to have a higher repeatibility using our measure.
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